
AN UNUSUAL TYPE OF EXPANSION PROBLEM*

BY

M. H. STONE

In the majority of papers on the expansion problems associated with

linear differential systems or with integral equations, the chief aim is a

proof that a function, arbitrary within the limits of certain restrictions

as light as possible, can be expanded in a uniformly convergent series of

functions arising from the differential system or the integral equation. As

exceptions to the rule we may cite a number of papers dealing with dif-

ferential systems for which the boundary conditions are of irregular type.t

In the following paragraphs we present a study of the linear differential

system of the first order, without the customary limitation that a certain

coefficient in the differential equation remain positive; the results obtained

are in sharp contrast not only with those found for the usual expansion

problems and those already mentioned in connection with irregular boundary

conditions, but also with the facts for the precisely analogous second order

differential system.J A second point of some interest is the appearance of

a normal orthogonal set of trigonometric functions differing from the nor-

malized Fourier set but as closely related to it as are the sine and cosine

sets. It is interesting that this exceedingly simple differential system seems

to have escaped attention entirely. So far as we know, the existence of

this gap in the theory of boundary value and expansion problems was first

pointed out by Professor Birkhoff in a recent course of lectures on the

theory of linear differential equations.

I.  THE  FORMAL EXPANSION  PROBLEM

We shall study here the two linear differential systems

(1) u' + Xpu = Q,        O^x^l;        w(0) — u(1) = 0;

(2) u' + Xpu = 0,        O^íc^I; tt(0) + u(l) =0;

* Presented to the Society, march 1, 1924.

f Jackson, Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, vol.51

(1915-16), pp. 383-417; Hopkins, these Transactions, vol.20 (1919), pp. 245-259.
Í Mason,  these Transactions,  vol.8 (1907), pp. 427-432; Lichtenstein, Rendicorti

del Circolo Matemático di Palermo, vol.38 (1914), pp. 113-166.
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in which X is a complex parameter and p is a bounded summable function

with Lebesgue integral I pdx equal to unity, which satisfies the further

requirement that a finite set of non-overlapping intervals Qx, Q2, • • ■, Qn can

be determined such that

(a) the set covers the unit interval just once;

(b) on Qi either p > 0  almost everywhere (i.e., except upon a set of

points of zero measure) or p < 0 almost everywhere;

(c) if p > O on Qi almost everywhere, then p < O almost everywhere

on the two adjacent ^-intervals and vice versa.

It has been customary to assume p ^ I > 0 on the unit interval in dis-

cussions of expansion problems; in the present paper we dispense with

this requirement. It will be apparent in the course of the development

that there is no essential generalization in supposing p of the character

already described rather than continuous with a finite number of changes

of sign. At this point we may also remark that the more general dif-

ferential system

u -\-(Xp-\-q)u = Q, a < x <: b,

Au(a)-\-Bu(b) = 0,

where X and p are restricted as before except that I pdx is merely dif-

ferent from zero, q is any summable function, and A and B are real numbers

different from zero, can be reduced by a series of real linear transformations

of the independent variable and of the parameter together with a real

transformation of the independent variable in the form

u — UiA(xi),        A(xx) ^ 0,        0 ^ Xt < 1,

to either (1) or (2) according as AB < 0 or^..B>0; the transformation

can be effected in the sense that the new differential equation is true except

possibly on a set of zero measure. If complex transformations are ad-

mitted (1) can be taken into (2), and conversely, in an analogous manner.

The adjoint differential systems for (1) and (2) are readily computed as

(3.1) — v' + Xpv = 0, —v(0) 4-^(1 ) = 0;

(3.2) — v' + Xpv = 0, —»(0) —w(l) = 0.

The differential equation u' 4- Xpu = 0 has the function

u = e~mx), P(x) = £ pdx,
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as a solution in the sense that u satisfies the differential equation except

possibly on a set of measure zero. That this is the case may easily be

verified by substitution, if it is remembered that P'(x) = p(x) almost

everywhere, in accord with the theory of Lebesgue integration.* Further-

more, any other solution ux which is a Lebesgue integral is a constant

multiple of u.   To prove this we notice that

dx
(^) = eXP'x)[u[ + Xpux] = 0.

On integration we find that ux/u = a constant. In the same way, the

adjoint differential equation — v' -\- Xpv = 0 has a solution v = eXp(x), unique

except for a constant factor. When these solutions u and v are substituted

in the boundary conditions of the two differential systems and in the adjoint

boundary conditions, the characteristic equations

(4.1) el=\,

(4.2) ex = — 1

are obtained. The roots of these equations, the characteristic numbers,

are immediately seen to be

(5.1) Xk=2kni, k = 0, ±1, ±2, •••;

(5.2) Xk= ni + 2kni,        k = 0, ±1, ±2, • •-.

In case we had admitted the equality I pdx = 0 we should have found

here that every X is a characteristic value in (1), and that no X is a

characteristic value in (2). Under our hypotheses the characteristic values

form the discrete sets of numbers just determined. For solutions of (1)

and (3.1) corresponding to distinct characteristic numbers If, Xk, we have,

from the differential equations,

Xj — Xk)       pukvjdx =       (ukVj-\-ukVj)dx = uk(l)vj(\) — Uk(0)vj(0).
Jo Jo

* Lebesgue, Leçons sur l'Intégration, Paris,  1904, pp. 124-125;   de la Vallée Poussin,

Intégrales de Lebesgue, Paris, 1916, § 67.
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On account of the boundary conditions for (1) and (3.1) the last expression

vanishes, so that

|   pukVjdx = 0.

On the other hand, for solutions corresponding to the same characteristic

number we are led to

I   pukVkdx=  I   pe-**P{x)e+*kP(x)dx =   I   pdx = 1.
Jo Jo Jo

In similar fashion we find for (2) and (3.2)

Jo pi»»,** = {i kJ-\.
By analogy with Fourier series the following formal expansions of an

arbitrary function integrable in the sense of Lebesgue are suggested-

+ 00 pi

(6.1) Z ak uk,       ak =      pfvk dx;
— oo Jo

+ 00 pi

(6.2) Z akuk,        ak =    I  pfvkdx;
— oo Jo

+ 00 pi

(7.1) Zfovk,        bk =   I pfukdx;
— oo Jo

+ 00 pi

(7.2) Zfavk,        bk =   I pfukdx.
— oo Jo

If we perform the formal operation of collecting the conjugate complex

terms in these series, we find two related formal series of real terms with

real coefficients. For the series (6.1) and (7.1) the terms with subscripts

-\-k and —k respectively are conjugate complex; and the grouping of these

terms yields one real series

00

(8.1)       Ao + ZiAk V2G0s2knP(x)-\-BkV2sin2knP(x))\
i

Ao =       pfdx,      Ak =      pfVr2cos2knP(x)dx,
Jo Jo

Bk=   \ pfV2sm2knP(x)dx.
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Similarly, the pairs of conjugate complex terms in the series (6.2) and (7.2)

are those with subscripts k ¡> 0, —k—1 respectively; and the series ob-

taineü by collecting terms is

00

(8.2) 2{AkV2vos(2k+l)TtP(x)JrBkV2sui(2k + l)nP(x)};
o

Ak=   I pfV2cos(2k+l)nP(x)dx.

Bk=   I pfV2sm(2k-\-l)nP(x)dx.

It should be noted that the set of functions

1,   >/2cos2^íc,    V'¿sui2nx,    1^2cos47ra;,   V2 sin4«a:, • • -,

which serves as a basis for the formation of the series (8.1), is merely the

ordinary Fourier set transformed to the unit interval and normalized.

n. The case p = 1

Before proceeding to more general considerations we propose to discuss

the series (8.1) and (8.2) when p = 1 almost everywhere. In this case

P(x) = x so that the expansions appear as series formed from the two

normal orthogonal sets

(9) 1,   1^2cos2^a;,    Vr2sm2nx,    Vlí cos47i:a;,    \^2sm^nx, - ■ -,

(10) Vr2cosnx,      Vr2suinx       V^2 cos 3 re a;,    V^suvSnx, ■ ■ -,

on the interval (0,1). Concerning the expansions of an arbitrary function

integrable in the sense of Lebesgue we shall prove the

Theorem I. The formal expansions of an arbitrary summable function in

terms of the sets (9) and (10) on the interval (0,1) are the formal expansions

in terms of the normalized Fourier set for the interval (0,2) of two functions

fx and f2 respectively.

Proof.   The normalized Fourier set for the interval (0,2) is seen to be

1
(11) -t/n,   cosnx,   sinnx,   cos27tíc,   sui2tvx,   cos37ra;,   süi^nx, • --.

If we denote by d&, bk the Fourier coefficients of a summable function in

terms of (11) we have
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a° =  Vf Jo^dX = VT       if(x)+f(x+l)}dx,

k = I   fcos2knxdx = I   {f(x)-\-f(x-\-l)}cos2knxdx,
Jo Jo

= I fsin2knxdx = I   \f(x) -\-f(x-\- l))sin2knxdx,
Jo Jo

û52*+i— I fcos(2k-\-l)nxdx= I   \f(x)—■f(xJt-l)}cos(2k-\-l)nxdx,
Jo Jo

b2k+i= I fsin(2k-\-l)nxdx= I   \f(x)—f(x-}-l))sin(2h-\- l)nxdx.
Jo Jo

If there is given an arbitrary summable function f(x), 0 <¡ a; <^ 1, we

define ,/i (a?) for the interval (0,2) by the identities

fx(x)=f(x),       0^a;<l,

/i(a;+l) = /(a:),       0<a?<l.

Then the Fourier series of fx on (0,2) has the coefficients

a0 = V"2 I fdx,   «2ft = 2 I fcos2knxdx,   b2k = 2 I /sin2Zr7riceZ:£,
t/o t7o ,7o

«2fc+l  =   &2fc+l   =  0.

Furthermore the Fourier series thus set up,

r— -\- ^ \a2/cCOs2Ä:7ric-[-&2/cSin2Ä;7ra;},

is term for term the formal series for f(x) in terms of (9) on (0,1).

Similarly, if we take/2(;z) such that

f2(x) =     f{x),       0 £ x £ 1,

Mx+1) = -f(x),       0<a:<l,
there results

«o = anc = b2k — 0,

«2fc+i = 2 I   fcos(2k-\-l)nxdx,       62fc-+i = 2 I   /sin(2fe4-l)7ra;dic,
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and the formal series for /2 becomes

00

2/ { a2/c+iC0s(2/c-|- 1 )nx-\- b2k+i sin (2 k-\- 1 )nx)
&=o

which is identified at once as the formal expansion of f(x) in terms of

(10) on (0,1).

Corollary I. The term-by-term difference of the formal series for f(x)

in terms of the Fourier set (9) and of the set (10) converges uniformly to

zero on any closed interval interior to (0,1).

Proof. This term-by-term difference is the Fourier series on (0,2) for

/i —/s ; since fx —/2 = 0,0^a;<¡l,it follows that this Fourier series

converges uniformly to zero on any closed interval interior to (0,1), by one

of the most elementary properties of Fourier series.

Corollary II. If f(x) is continuous and of bounded variation in a neigh-

borhood on the right of x = 0 and is continuous and of bounded variation

in a neighborhood on the left ofx—1, the formal series for f(x) in terms

of (10)  converges at x — 0   to  \ (/( 0 -f- ) —/( 1 — ) )  and at x = 1 to

i(-/(o+)+/(i-)).
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the fact that the series is a Fourier

series for f2(x) on (0,2). It is sufficient to recall that under the conditions

stated this Fourier series converges at x = 0 to H/«(0 + )+/«(2 — ))

and at x = 1 to i(/«(l-)+/,(l +)).
It is clear that a large number of properties of Fourier series will be

carried over by Theorem I and Corollary I to the series formed from (10).*

In particular there exists no summable function other than a function

identically zero almost everywhere on (0,1) such that its Fourier-like co-

efficients with respect to (10) all vanish. Again we see by Corollary I that

all properties of divergence and of both uniform and non-uniform conver-

gence and summability are shared alike on any closed interval interior to

(0,1) by the expansions formed from the Fourier set (9) and the set (10).

* It is of interest to  notice  that analogous  considerations for the Fourier series on

(0,2*) will lead to the series in terms of the sine set and of the cosine set on (0, it),

1/T        1/2" l/T   1/T 1/Ï
y — sinas, \ — sin2av; \—,   \ — cosx,   J/ — cos2a5, • • •.

The term-by-term difference of the formal expansions of any summable function on (0, it)

in terms of these two sets converges uniformly to zero on any closed interval interior to

(0, it). For functions summable with summable square this was proved by Walsh and

Wiener, Journal of Mathematics and Physics of the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, vol. 1 (1922), pp. 103-122, especially pp. 115-116.
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Gibbs' phenomenon is also common to the two series in the neighborhood

of any interior point of the unit interval for which it occurs for the series

from (9). The behavior of an expansion in terms of (10) on the entire

unit interval may be discussed by means of the Fourier series for f2 on

(0,2). The set (10) is thus of considerable interest as a set of trigonometric

functions distinct from the Fourier set but resembling it very closely and

arising from a similar differential system. We may also observe that ex-

pansions in terms of (10) can be investigated separately from the Fourier

series by means of an integral analogous to the Dirichlet integral which

is central in the theory of the latter.

HI. THE TRANSFORMATION  t = P(x)

It is evident at a glance that the transformation t — P(x) is of fun-

damental importance in the discussion of the series (8.1) and (8.2) since,

no matter what summable function is used in calculating the coefficients,

any sum attributed to the series must be of the form f[P(x)]. The

relation of this sum function, if it exists, to the function for which the

formal series is written down will depend on the nature of this transformation

and its application to the integrals which are the coefficients of the series.

We therefore devote a section to a detailed study of the relation t = P(x).

From the assumptions made in § I concerning the function p(x) we may

immediately deduce the following theorem which describes the manner of

oscillation of the continuous function P(x) =   I   pdx:

Theorem II. The interval (0,1) can be divided into a finite set of non-

overlapping intervals £i, ?2, • • •, £m such that

(a) the set covers the whole unit interval;

(b) on ?j the function P(x) either always increases or always decreases and

furthermore P(x) lies between consecutive integers: k f¡¿ P(x) <^ k-\- 1,

k = —M,— M +1, •••,—!, 0,1,.-., +M;
(c) if on £i the function P(x) always increases (decreases) and lies between

consecutive integers k and k -\- 1, then on the two adjacent ^-intervals

P(x) either always decreases (increases) or does not lie between the

integers k and k 4-1 •

Proof. On any one of the intervals Qi of § I, p(x) is either positive

or negative almost everywhere. For the purpose of the argument we may

assume the first possibility to be the case.   Then for any two points xx,

x2 on that interval we have P(x2) — P(xx) = pdx > 0, xt > Xi,

since there exists on (xi,x2) a measurable set of points with measure

greater than zero on which p(x) is positive. The same type of reasoning

applies when p(x) is negative on c¿ rather than positive.
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Each interval Qi, on which P(x) is now known to be either always

increasing or always decreasing, can be divided into a finite number of sub-

intervals on each of which P(x) lies between consecutive integers and on

no two of which P(x) lies between the same pair of integers. The number

of sub-intervals thus determined is finite since P(x) is continuous.

The sub-intervals just defined form a set of intervals Si, $t, • • •, £«• with

all the properties set forth in the statement of the theorem.

It is now an exceedingly simple matter to determine the manner in which

the intervals & are transformed by the relation t = P(x).   We have

Theorem HI. The transformation t = P(x) takes the set of intervals

?¿ into a set of intervals ti such that

(a)-Vi has positive or negative sense according as P(x) increases or de-

creases on h;

(b) the algebraic sum of the intervals tí is the unit t-interval ;

(c) ti lies between successive integers.

Proof. The interval £¿:(a¿, h) clearly goes over into the interval r,-:

[P(oi), P(bi)]. Statements (a) and (c) are then made apparent by

Theorem H (b). It is also easy to see that if 0, xx, x2, • • -, xn-i, 1 are

the end points of the intervals p¿ of § I the algebraic sum of the intervals r¿ is

found by adding the intervals [P(0), P(xx)], [P(xi), P(x2)], ■--,

[P(xn-i), -P(l)] algebraically. The sum is then seen to be the interval

[P(0),P(1)] which is precisely the interval (0,1).

Before going on to discuss the transformation of integrals, we shall state

two necessary lemmas of a general nature.   Of these we shall prove the
f*x

Lemma I. If t = t(x) is the Lebesgue integral g(x)dx-\- a' of a

summable function g(x) which is positive almost everywhere a <, x <, b, then

(a)t = t(x) has a unique inverse x = x(t) which is a one-valued always

increasing function of t, a' <L t <^ b';
pt     ¿i

(b)x(t) is equal to the Lebesgue integral  I  —f—77Y\~\~a"

f*x

If t = t(x) is the Lebesgue integral I g(x)dx-\-a' of a summable fune-

tion g(x) which is negative almost everywhere a <^ x <L b, then

(a) t = t(x) has a unique inverse x = x(t) which is a one-valued always

decreasing function of t, b' <¡ ¿ <¡ a';

(b)x(t) is equal to the Lebesgue integral       —f—Tiyc-\~ &•

Proof. As we have already seen in the proof of Theorem H, t(x) is

an always increasing continuous function of x when g(x) is positive almost

everywhere on (a, b); statement (a) of the first part of the lemma follows
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immediately from this fact. Turning now to (b) in the first part of the

lemma, we examine the equality

x(t-\-h)—x(t)   _ h'

h t(x-r-h')—t(x) '

where h, h' vanish together. The reciprocal of the term on the right

has the limit g(x) almost everywhere; since g(x) is positive almost every-

where the term itself has a finite limit almost everywhere. Corresponding

to the set of zero measure on the a-axis for which the limit does not exist

or is not equal to g(x) there is a set of zero measure on the i-axis. To

establish this statement we note that the measure of the set of points on

the ¿-axis corresponding to a finite or denumerably infinite set of non-

overlapping intervals E on the ¿c-axis is equal to the integral   \ gdx.
Je

We can now enclose any set of zero measure on the »-axis in an open

point set of measure less than 6*, that is, in a finite or denumerably

infinite set of non-overlapping closed intervals E\. By choosing d sufficiently

small we can make the measure of E', which corresponds to E and

therefore contains the set corresponding to the set of zero measure on the

x-axis, less than any preassigned positive e:

m(E') =    Çg(x)dx<e,        m(E)<ô.
Je

Thus we must have the result that limh^.0(x(t-\-h)—x(t))lh exists and

is equal to llg[x(t)] almost everywhere, a' <^ t <¡ b'.

If we can show that x(t) is a Lebesgue integral we can then state

that the function is the indefinite  integral of its differential coefficient,J->t       -,,
—r  ,,.vr + «.   It is well known that a necessary and sufficient

a' g[x(t)] T •*

condition that a function be an integral in the sense of Lebesgue is that

it be absolutely continuous.^ We shall prove that this is true for x(t);

that is, we shall show that 2\x(b¡)—x(a'i)\ formed for any set of non-

overlapping closed intervals E' can be made uniformly small by taking

m(E') sufficiently small. In other words, if we are given any positive s,

however small, we can find a positive ô such that if m(E')<.ô then

m(E)<e, where E is the set of intervals on the ¡c-axis corresponding

to E'. For the set of points on which g <¡ ~Vo is of measure r¡(d)

vanishing   with   <î;   we   pick   Vô -A-i¡(3)<e   and   require  m(E') <Cô.

* de la Vallée Poussin, loe. cit., § 21.

f de la Vallée Poussin, loc. cit., § 14.

ÎVitali, Atti délia Reale Accademia di Torino,  vol. 40 (1905),  pp. 1021-1034;
Lebesgue, loc. cit., p. 129, footnote.
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Splitting E into the measurable sets of points Ex, E2 on which #>T^<5,

g <¡ Vd respectively, we see that

Vôm(Ei) £   I   gdx £   I  gdx = m(E')<ô,
Je, Je

whence

m(E) = m(Ei) + m(E2) £  Vô + v(Ô)<e.

The proof of the first part of the lemma is thus completed. The second

part, in which g(x) is negative almost everywhere, is proved in the same

manner.

The second lemma we state without proof.   It is

Lemma n.* Ifx = x(t) is the Lebesgue integral of a summable function h ( t)

which is positive (negative) almost everywhere on (a', V), then for any sum-

mable function f(x)

Cf(x) dx = { f[x(t)] ̂ p- dt= r Axa)] na) dt,
Ja Ja' ai Ja'

b = x(b'),       a = x(a').

With the aid of Lemmas I and II we are now able to demonstrate

Theorem IV.  If p(x)f(x) is summable, 0 <¡ íc <¡ 1, then

f pfdx = £p[Xi(t)]f[Xi(t)] ï^- dt =JrtXi(t)]dt

where Xi(t) is the inverse of t = P(x) for the interval £¿; and, conversely,

if f(t) is summable and is defined outside the unit interval by the periodic

relationf(t +1) = /(£) or by the anti-periodic relation f(t + 1) = —f(t),

then

ffit) dt = j f[P(x)]^^- dx = j p(x)f[P(x)]dx.

Proof. On the interval S¿, the function t = P(x) is the Lebesgue integral

of a function positive (negative) almost everywhere on that interval, so

that by Lemma I we can invert t = P(x) by means of the function

u - f -Jo.\P

dt
+ «i[Ut)]

* Lebesgue, Annales de la Faculté des Sciences de Toulouse, ser. 3, vol. 1 (1909),

pp. 25-117, especially p. 44; Hobson, The Theory of Functions of a Beal Variable, second

edition, Cambridge University Press, 1921, § 440, pp. 592-595.
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for t on tí : (a¿, b'i) and x on h:(ai, h). We then apply the second Lemma

to each of the two integrals I pfdx,  I fdt remembering that llp[Xi(t)]

is positive almost everywhere or negative almost everywhere on r¿ according

as p is positive or negative almost everywhere on £t-. It should be noted

that since p is bounded, pf is certainly summable if / is.

In order to pass to the consideration of integrals like those which appear

as the coefficients in (8.1) and (8.2), we introduce new concepts. If we

define Xi(t) by the periodic relation Xi(t-\- 1) = Xi(t) for all the intervals

Ti-\-k, k = 0, ±1, ••• then for some k, say ki, one of these intervals will

lie entirely on the unit interval and thus

f f[Xi(t)]dt= f    f[Xi(t)]dt.
Jti Jrt+kt

The new interval n4-h will still have definite positive or negative sense;

to eliminate this circumstance, we let %'i be the interval r¿ 4- ki taken in the

positive sense.   We can then write

i f[Xi(t)] dt =       sgn Tif[Xi(t)] dt
Jti Jti

where sgn r¿ = 4-1 if Ti has positive sense and sgn n = — 1 if ^ has

negative sense. With a view to the discussion of the series (8.1) we now

define a function

gi(t) = Mt)+Mt)+ ••• +ftm(t),

where fu = sgn t¿/[X¿1 on t\ and is identically zero elsewhere on (0,1).

Similarly, with a view to the treatment of (8.2) we define a second function

g2(t) =Mt)+Mt)+ •••+/*»(<),

where/2¿ ^ (—)*< sgn r¿/[X¿] on t\ and is identically zero elsewhere

on (0,1). These two functions are so related to f(x) that we shall call

them the first and second P-average functions for f(x), respectively. The

introduction of these functions is prompted by considerations which will be

more apparent later in our work.

We now prove two theorems on integrals which will serve as the basis

for our analysis of the series (8.1) and (8.2).   We begin with
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Theorem V.   If p(x)f(x) is summable,  then gt(t) and g2(t) are sum-

mable and

Jp(x)f(x) dx —     gi(t)dt.
o Jo

If p(x)f*(x)  is also summable,  then gi(t) and g2(t) are both summáble

with summable square.   If f(x) is bounded, thengi(t) and g2(t)   are also

bounded.

Proof.  If p(x)f(x) is summable, then, by Theorem IV.

and

J pfdx =£fn(t)dt

f pfdx = (-1)*< ff2idt
Jç, Jo

so that/i» and f% are summable. Since gi(t) is a linear combination of

the fxi and g2it) of the f2i, both gi(t) and g2(t) are summable. The

addition of the equalities

Jpfdx = ! fxidt
f, Jo

gives us the fact that

Jpfdx = I gx(t) dt.
o Jo

If pf2 is summable also, then I pf2 dx exists and by Theorem IV and
•»ft

the definition of the functions fu, fa is equal to

Thus f*. and f*. are summable so that this is also true of gx and gt.

We may note that if  I pf2 dx exists the inequality

If1 If1
I   Pfdx\^      \pf\dx

\Jo I      Jo

= £V\P\   ^PÎ l/l dx<y £\p\ dx-£\p\f2dx

proves the existence of I pfdx.

25
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Lastly, if / is bounded so are fu and fa. In consequence gx and g2
are also bounded.

The other theorem serves as a sort of converse to the one we have

just proved.   Its statement follows:

Theorem VI. If h(t) is summable and is defined outside the unit interval

by the periodic relation h(t-\-l) = h(t) or the anti-periodic relation

h(t-\-l) — —h(t), then p(x) h[P(x)] is summable and

I  ph[P]dx =   (   h{t) it.
Jo Jo

Ifh(t) is in addition of summable square, then ph2[P] is summable.  Ifh(t)

is bounded, then so is h[P(x)].

Proof.   In any of the three cases we can write

J">1 to    /•» m   p ni
h(t)dt=Z    h(t)dt=Z    p(x)h[P(x)]dx—     p(x)h[P(x)]dx.

0 1   J-Ci 1   J& Jo

Thus ph [P] is summable. In case we have h2(t) summable we may replace h(t)

by h2(t) in the equalities just written down, obtaining I h2(t)dt = I ph2[P]dx

and in this way proving thaiph2[P] is summable. It is obvious that if h(t)

is bounded, h[P] is also bounded.

With Theorems V and VI we are prepared to treat the two series (8.1)

and (8.2). It seems in place, however, to say a word about the possibility

of extending the results of this section to transformations associated with

a somewhat more general class of functions p. To obtain analogues of

Theorems JJ and III it is sufficient to require that it be possible to deter-

mine a denumerably infinite set of non-overlapping intervals qx, q2, qs, • • •

covering the unit interval except for a set X of zero measure and such that

on Qi the function pix) is either positive or negative almost everywhere.

The analysis necessary to establish a theorem parallel to Theorem III is

somewhat more complicated than that which we have found sufficient for

the type of function pix) we are considering. Theorem IV remains the

same. By investigating some simple convergence questions we can set up

the P-average functions for any function fix), but Theorems V and VI are

no longer true, at least for the general class of functions p ix) just defined.

To bring out the essential points of the treatment which we have outlined,

we shall take up a simple example.

We shall define pix) so as to be constant on each of a denumerably

infinite set of intervals qx , q2 , ■ • ■. It is well known that the infinite series
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l-r-2_2J°(l/TO2) converges to a positive constant C. The interval qx shall

be of length Í/C and shall have x = 1 as an end point. Then q2 shall

abut on Qx and be of length 1/4 C, q3 shall abut on q2 and be of length 1/4 C.

In general, c¿+i shall abut on qí, and Q<¿k, Q2k+i shall each be of length

H((k + l)2C). Then 2™ m(oi) = 1. We shall denote the end points of

the intervals qx , q3 , - - • by 1 = a0 > «i > as • • •.   Now we put

p(x)   =   -fC,      Íl2*+1 > X > «2fc+2

#(ic)   =   -C, «2* > X > «2H+1

2>(«*) = 0

0,1,2,

f>x

A few simple computations show that P(x) = I p(x)dx is a linear function

of íc on each ^-interval, while P(a2k) — V(k-\-l)2, k = 0, 1, 2, • • • and

P(a2k+i) = 0, ¡!c = 0, 1, 2, •••. The (»-intervals of this example are

precisely the ^-intervals analogous to those of Theorem II. By the trans-

formation t = P(x) there corresponds to the interval Q2k+i the interval

*2*+i : (0, l/(k-\- l)2) taken in the positive sense, and to the interval Q2k the

interval r2k : (0, l/(k -\-1 )2) taken in the negative sense. Since all the inter-

vals ti are ön the unit interval, the two P-average functions coincide in

this case. In constructing this one we will obtain instead of a finite sum

an infinite series which, however, has the peculiarity that on any interval

(s, 1), c>0, it is actually a finite sum. As an example we may take the

bounded summable function which is identical to 1 on qx , qs , q¡, , - - -, and

identical to zero elsewhere.   We have at once

Jpdx — \
Ptk+l Jt<

dt.
Tl*+1

Thus if we put f2k+i(t) = 1 on r2k+i and let it vanish identically elsewhere

we find that the P-average functions for this particular f(x) are given by

the infinite series g(t) =^ 2T=oAk+iW- I* *s quickly seen that g(t) = k

on [l/(k-\-l)*, 1/k9]. Now f(x), being bounded, is of summable square;

but, on the other hand, we see that

J"U 00 r
g*dt  =  2 k2

0 k=l      L

1

k* (k+iy
2ft + l

kfi(k + l)2
=2

a divergent series.   Thus g(t) is not of summable square, and Theorem V

is not true as a whole for this transformation.   In the same way we can

26*
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show that,   although ^ t   2  is summable,   \pix)P  2 ix) is not;  for if
_t_

\pP 2 were summable its integral over the set of intervals qi,q*,qï>,- ••
oo   t> _JL

would exist and would be given by 2 pP  2 dx. This last expression

turns out to be a divergent series since

oo     p 1 oo     /»        i 1 oo  r  i ~|/—    * oo ,

k=oJP^i '=»^,w2 fc==0 fc=oA+l

Thus Theorem VI is not true as a whole for this special case.

The example which we have just discussed makes it clear why we have

not attempted to take p ix) of more general character, and serves to

indicate along what lines any generalization can be expected to take place.

With this we may leave the developments of this section.

IV. The eehavior of the formal expansions

Instead of discussing the series (8.1) and (8.2) alone we shall consider

a wider class of series including these two as special cases. If we are

given any normal orthogonal set fuit), where fuit-\-l) = <ptkit), we

can apply Theorem VI to the summable function fuit) fuit),  whence

)   fiifikdt = j Pfu[P}fik[P]dx = i     */!,}.

The set (9) is a special case.   Similarly, if we are given a set of normal

orthogonal functions SP2*(0 where f2kit-\-l) = —f2kit) we find

f1 [0  * 4 k\
Jo^[p]y2*[p]dHi i=k\

The set (10) is a special example.   It is natural to form from the sets

9n[P],     fn[P],     fiz[P\,     ■■-,

fn[P],      9*»[P],      f2»[P],      •••

formal series ^^aufik[P] and ^^ a2kf2k[P] respectively for any function

of the class for which au — I pffu[P] dx and a2k = I pff2k[P]dx
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exist. If fxk, SP2k are bounded then this class of functions is at least the

class of all functions for which p(x)f(x) is summable. If yxk,<p2k are

summable with summable square then this class is at least the class of all

functions for which p(x)f(x) is summable.   By Theorem VI the Lebesgue

integrals  I py>2k[P]dx, I pf2k[P]dx exist.   Because of the existence of

I pf*dx the inequalities

| pf9i*[P]dx£  I   \pfyik\P]\dx
\Jo ¡Jo

=£v\p\\f\ v\p\Wik[P]\dx< y £\p\rdx.£\p\y>2xk\p)dx,

\ c1 ir1
pf<p2k[P]dx <l     \pfy2k[P]\dx

\Jo |     Jo

=fo vw\ i/i v\p\ \nk[P]\ dx <, y £ \p\fdx-£p\ <p22k[P]dx

demonstrate  the summability of the measurable functions pffik,pffik.

We come next to

Theorem VII. The Fourier-like coefficients of f(x) in terms of the set

of functions fn[P], <fi2[P], ■ ■ ■ are the Fourier-like coefficients of the first

P-average function for f(x) in terms of the set <pn(t), g>i2(t), - - • ; and the

Fourier-like coefficients of f(x) in terms of the set <¡P2i[P], 5P22[P],--- are

the Fourier-like coefficients of the second P-average function for f(x) in

terms of the set y>2x(t), y22(t),

Proof.    If Oxk(t) is the first P-average function for the product f<pxk[P]

then, by Theorem V, I Glkdt = I pfg>xk[P]dt. Now Glk(t) when evalu-

ated is precisely gi(t)s>ik(t) where gx is the first P-average function for

f(x). Hence au = I pffik[P]dx — \ gi(t)<pik(t)dt. In the same way,

if 02k(t) is the first P-average function for the product f<p2k[P] and g2 is

the second P-average function for f(x) then

\oPf92k[P]dx =  \gC2k(t) = g2(t)<f>2k(t),      a2k =  I pff2k[P]dx = I  g2(t)f2k(t)dt.

Corollary I.   If I ppdx exists, a series formed from 2™ aik<pik{P] by

grouping its terms suitably will converge essentially uniformly to gî[P] where
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g*it-\-l) = g*it); and a series formed from ¿£™ a2k </>2/t [P] bg grouping

its terms properly will converge essentially uniformly to g% [P] wJiere

gt(t + l) = —gtit).

Proof. By the hypothesis that I pf^dx exists we have the fact that

the two P-average functions for fix) are summable with summable square.

Consider the first of these, giit). By the Eiesz-Fischer theorem, in the

form given to it by Weyl, there exists a series formed by grouping the

terms of the series 2T a^fuit) which will converge essentially uniformly

to a function g*it), where giit)—g*it) is a function all of whose coef-

ficients with respect to fuit), fuit), ••• vanish.t By essentially uniform

convergence we mean that, given any decreasing sequence of positive «"s

with limit zero, e[ > e2 > e8 > • • ■, we can find on the unit interval a sequence

of measurable point sets E{, El, El, • ■ • each contained in the succeeding

set, with miEk) > 1 — e'k, such that on each set of the sequence the series

converges uniformly to its limit. On the unit ¡c-interval we now have a

sequence of point sets Et, E2, Es, •■■ where Ek is the set of points for

which t = Pix) takes on values congruent (modulo 1) to a point of Ek.

We see that on Ek the series formed by grouping the terms of ^J° aufu[P]

converges uniformly to gî[P] because of the periodicity of the functions

fuit). Now CEk, the set complementary to Ek, consists of all the points

of the unit »-interval for which t = Pix) is not congruent (modulo 1) to

a point of Ek; that is, of all the points for which t = Pix) is congruent

to a point of CEk. Thus CEk can be obtained as the sum of the point

sets eu, e2k, esk, ■•■, emk, where e¡k is the set on £< corresponding by the

relation t = Pix) to a set congruent (modulo l)toCE¿. SincemiCEl) <4we

can enclose CEI in an open set 01 of measure < 2 4 • On the interval £,• the

set oik corresponding to 01 contains e^.  Since for values of t on %i we have

C    dt
x = Xiit) = JrP[Xi] +<*

it follows that mioik) is given by the Lebesgue integral of sgntilp[Xi\

taken over the points of 0'k on x\. From this point on we apply the

arguments we used in discussing a similar situation in the proof of Lemma I.

By choosing an s'k small enough we can make miCEk) = 2T=im(eik)

<, ^,f^xmioik) less than any preassigned positive e. Thus, given a sequence

of decreasing positive eks with limit zero, we can find a subsequence of

Et, E2, E2,.-., say Ex", El', El', ■■■, such that m(.£*") > 1 — ek.   The

fPlancherel, Rendiconti del Circolo Matemático di Palermo, vol. 30 (1910),

pp. 289-335, chap. I.
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series formed by grouping the terms of 2™ aufiklP] therefore converges

essentially uniformly to the function gï[P] where g*(t-\- 1) = gt(t). If

the set <pik(t) is closed with respect to all functions summable with sum-

mable square—that is, if the only function of this class which has all zero

coefficients with respect to the set is identically zero except on a set of

measure zero—then g*(t) = gi(t) almost everywhere. Exactly the same

sort of reasoning applies to the function g2(t) and the series ^a2k<p2k(t),

the only difference being that here the functions <p2k(t) are anti-periodic

instead of periodic.

Corollary LI. If the set <pik(t) is closed tvith respect to all functions

summable with summable square, and if fi(x) and f2(x) are two functions

such that I pfl dx and I pf2dx exist, then a necessary and sufficient

condition that fi(x) and f2(x) have the same coefficients with respect to

SPiilPL üPi2[P], *•• is that their first P-average functions coincide almost

everywhere.    If the set yxk is closed with respect to all summable functions,

and if fx(x) and f2(x) are two functions such that I pfxdx and I pf2dx

exist, then a necessary and sufficient condition that fi(x) and f2(x) have

the same coefficients with respect to the set <pn[P], 5Pi2[P], ••• is that their

first P-average functions coincide almost everywhere. Similar statements

involving the second P-average functions can be made for the set 5P21IP],

SP22[P], •••.

As we have already remarked in § II the sets (9) and (10) are closed

with respect to all summable functions.

Corollary I to Theorem VII suggests a theorem which we shall prove

independently as

Theorem VIII. If the function P(x) is not monotone, there are infinitely

many non-null functions whose P-average functions are both identically zero.

Proof. By a non-null function we mean any function which is not a null

function; and a null function is any function identically zero except on

a set of measure zero. When we assume that P(x) is not monotone we

assume that there are two or more of the intervals Qi described in § I.

For the sake of definiteness we shall assume that on qi : (0, a) the function

P(x) increases from zero to P(a) while on q2 : (a, b) it decreases from

P(a) to P(b). If P(b) ~¡> 0 we consider the interval Pi made up of q2 and

the sub-interval of qi for which P(b) <| P(x) < P(a); in case P(b) <¡ 0

we take the interval R2 composed of qx and the sub-interval of q2 for which

0 <^ P(x) <^ P(a). If there is given any bounded summable function

h(t) defined for all values of t on the interval 0 <^ t <¡ P(a), we set

f(x) identically equal to h[P] on Pi or R2 as the case may be, and

identically equal to zero elsewhere, 0 < x < 1.   It is then not difficult
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to see by reference to the definitions of the two P-average functions for

fix) that both these functions vanish in the case of the bounded summable

function which we have constructed. All the coefficients of fix) with

respect to the sets fu[P], <ri2[P],--- and f2i[P], f22[P],--- exist and

vanish by Theorem VII. It is, of course, unnecessary but simpler to confine

ourselves to bounded functions.

Theorem VII, Corollary I, and Theorem VIII reveal the striking peculiarities

of the expansions of § I and their generalizations; peculiarities entirely

new, so far as we are informed, in expansion problems.   For any function

fix) such that I pix)f2ix)dx exists, the formal series will always represent

in a certain sense a definite function, which will be of the specialized

form gî[P] or g<¡[P]. It is clear that if I pf2dx exists then /(x) can

be represented by its formal series in terms of a closed set <¡Pn[P], SPi2[P], • ' *

if and only if its functional values are so distributed that it is of the form

gi[P], giit-\-l) = giit) except possibly on a set of measure zero; and

by its formal series in terms of a closed set <¡P2i[P], SP22[P],--- if and

only if its functional values are so distributed that it is of the form

g2[P], 0a(¿4-1) = —yï(t) except possibly on a set of measure zero.

There are infinitely many functions all having the same formal expansions

in terms of the two general sets of functions which we are discussing,

and this quite apart from any considerations of the closure of the sets

fuit), fuit),--- and f2iit), f22Ít),---. The remarks which have just

been made are, of course, expected to apply only in case Pix) is not

monotone.   If Pix) is monotone the expansions have no unusual properties.

The detailed consideration of a formal series here is thrown back on

to that of the series ^^ au fuit) for giit) or the series _2i°° «2* f2k i t)

for g2Ít). We do not intend to go deeply into any such discussion, but

will close with one theorem bearing on the series (8.1) and (8.2):

Theorem IX. If the function fix) is of bounded variation and if its

first P-average function is extended by the periodic relation giit + 1) = giit)

then the formal series (8.1) converges at every point x for which Pix) = to

to the value !(#i(¿o4"0) -\-giito — 0)); and if its second P-average

function is extended by the relation gzit-\-l) = —02(0 then the formal

series (8.2) converges at every point x for which Pix) ==■ to to the value

í(92Íto + 0)-\-g2Íto-0)).
Proof. The function fix) can be represented as the difference of two

monotone increasing functions f and f2 because it is of bounded variation.

Now the functions fu it) and fa it) used in defining the P-average functions

for fix) are constant multiples of f[Xiit)] on %\ and zero elsewhere. Xi(<)

is periodic of period 1 and is monotone on t\ .    Since a monotone function
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of a monotone function is monotone, both fx[Xi(t)] and f2[Xi(t)] are

monotone on x\; and/[X¿] =/i[Z¿]—f2[Xi] is therefore of bounded

variation on r¿. Thus ,91 (¿) and g2(t) are also of bounded variation, being

linear combinations of functions of bounded variation. Now the series for gx

in terms of the set (9) is the Fourier series for a function of bounded variation

and therefore converges to \ (gx ( t0 + O ) + gx ( t0 — O ) ) at t0. The substitution

of P(x) for t gives the first part of the theorem as stated. Likewise, as

we saw in Theorem I, the series for g2(t), where g2(t-\-W) = —g2(t), in

terms of (10) is the Fourier series on the interval (0, 2) for a function

of bounded variation. The series converges at the point t0 to the value

i(#2(<o + 0)-f g2(to — 0)). The substitution of P(x) for t completes the

theorem.

Other theorems of a similar nature will readily suggest themselves to the

reader. We shall not go into any further detail, having obtained by the

work up to this point a fairly complete idea of the character of the expansion

problems arising from the two differential systems (1) and (2).

Harvard University,

Cambridge, Mass.


